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Newsletter #2, July 2020
Dear reader,

We are delighted to announce the release of the second HEADSTART newsletter. The
scope of the newsletter is to provide the highlights of the HEADSTART Week, its
participation to the ERTICO Academy Webinar, invites you to join the experts' network, and
also presents the upcoming events. This current issue includes the following topics:


Highlights of the HEADSTART Week;



HEADSTART participated in ERTICO Academy Webinar;



How to get involved;



Upcoming events;

If you wish to find out more and cannot wait up to the next newsletter, visit our website, or
join our social media.

The HEADSTART consortium

Highlights of the HEADSTART Week
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Τhe HEADSTART Week was successfully completed, illustrating the project’s results,
sharing the HEADSTART concept and ideas and gaining feedback from external experts on
specific topics of interest.

More specifically, the HEADSTART project organized a week full of webinars, starting from
Monday, 11/05 up to Friday, 15/05. Each day, one new interactive session was held,
engaging participants with questions and discussions. All participants had the opportunity to
find out what HEADSTART is and to discuss and exchange knowledge on topics such as
the HEADSTART methodology.

Read more
Download the presentations & recordings

HEADSTART participated in ERTICO Academy Webinar

HEADSTART participated in ERTICO Academy Webinar on 8th May 2020. The discussion
was

held

among

international

experts

and

was

focused

on

CAD

validation

methodologies. To find out more, please download here the presentation or listen to the
webinar’s recordings here.

How to get involved
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HEADSTART offers to all interested parties various opportunities to get involved. Find out!


Register to the HEADSTART newsletter;



Join the Experts' Network. Express your interest;



Take part in the online surveys;



Provide your feedback.

Upcoming events

L3Pilot Summer School

IEEE ITSC 2020

09-10/09/2020

20-23/09/2020

Virtually

Virtual Conference

Partners
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